Models on the spread of insect-transmitted plant pathogens often fix vector population size by assuming that deaths are offset by births. Although such mathematical simplifications are often justified, deemphasizing parameters that govern vector population size is problematic, as reproductive biology and mortality schedules of vectors of plant pathogens receive little empirical attention. Here, the importance of explicitly including parameters for vector birth and death rates was evaluated by comparing results from models with fixed vector population size with models with logistic vector population growth. In fixed vector population size models, increasing vector mortality decreased percentage of inoculative vectors, but had no effect on vector population size, as deaths were offset by births. In models with logistic vector population growth, increasing vector mortality decreased percentage of inoculative vectors and decreased vector population size. Consequently, vector mortality had a greater effect on pathogen spread in models with logistic vector population growth than in models with fixed vector population size. Further, in models with logistic vector population growth, magnitude of vector birth rate determined time required for vector populations to reach large size, thereby determining when pathogen spread occurred quickly. Assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality within a time step also affected model outcome. A greater emphasis of vector entomologists on studying reproductive biology and mortality schedules of insect species that transmit plant pathogens will facilitate identification of conditions associated with rapid growth of vector populations and could lead to development of novel control strategies.
Research effort devoted to an insect species is often related to its economic importance. The economic importance of insects that transmit plant pathogens is based on the ability to acquire a pathogen from an infected plant and subsequently inoculate a healthy plant. Thus, the first step in studying spread of an insect-transmitted plant pathogen is to identify key vector species and document transmission efficiency. As transmission assays are a prerequisite to studying a potential vector species, studies quantifying and describing aspects of acquisition and inoculation are abundant (Nault 1997 , Hull 2002 , Hogenhout et al. 2008 , Fereres and Moreno 2009 . By comparison, studies on reproductive biology and life tables of vector species are more limited (Chiykowski 1981 , Guo et al. 2012 , Pan et al. 2014 , Sisterson 2014 . The paucity of knowledge regarding reproduction and mortality of vector species is problematic, as rates of pathogen spread are a function of vector abundance (Madden et al. 1990) , which is determined by the balance between vector births and deaths (Wilson and Bossert 1971) .
Models are valuable tools that provide an insight into complex interactions. For example, models of insect-transmitted plant pathogens have elucidated the role of transmission class on pathogen spread (Jeger et al. 1998 , Madden et al. 2000 , assessed effects of vector preference for healthy or infected plants on pathogen spread (McElhany et al. 1995 , Sisterson 2008 , Roosien et al. 2013 , Zeilinger and Daugherty 2014 , and evaluated effects of plant disease management strategies on pathogen spread (Holt et al. 1999 , Jeger et al. 2004 , Sisterson and Stenger 2013 . Although a variety of approaches are used to model spread of insect-transmitted plant pathogens, a common approach is to use compartmentalized differential equations (Nakasuji et al. 1985 , Jeger et al. 1998 , Holt et al. 1999 , Madden et al. 2000 , Sisterson 2009 , Viteri and Gordillo 2009 , Roosien et al. 2013 , Zeilinger and Daugherty 2014 . This approach involves a system of equations that, at a minimum, track number of uninfected plants, infected plants, pathogen-free vectors, and inoculative vectors. An advantage of using compartmentalized differential equation models is that analytical mathematic techniques can be used to solve for equilibrium and threshold values (Jeger 1986; Madden et al. 2000 Madden et al. , 2007 . As the complexity of equilibrium and threshold values reflects the complexity of equations on which they were based, models with few terms often produce easily interpreted equilibrium and threshold values, whereas more complex models may produce unwieldy equilibrium and threshold values.
To ease the analysis of compartmentalized differential equation models, assumptions are often made to reduce model complexity. In particular, vector population size is often assumed to be fixed (Jeger et al. 1998 (Jeger et al. , 2009 Madden et al. 2000; Madden et al. 2007; Viteri and Gordillo 2009; Roosien et al. 2013; Zeilinger and Daugherty 2014) . Vector population size is often fixed by assuming that deaths are balanced by births, thereby allowing populations to maintain a constant value. Fixing vector population size is justifiable, provided the focus of the model analysis is not on parameters that affect vector population size. However, an unintended consequence of routinely assuming that vector population size is fixed is that it suggests that factors affecting vector population size are unimportant or, at the very least, less important than parameters that are the focus of the analysis. Further, models that fix vector population size cannot eliminate vector mortality entirely. A term representing mortality of inoculative vectors must be retained in the model to prevent inoculative vectors from living indefinitely. As deaths are assumed to be offset by births, interpreting effects of vector mortality on pathogen spread in fixed population size models is confounded with assumptions regarding vector birth rate.
Some models on the spread of insect-transmitted plant pathogens retain birth rate of the vector in the model, allowing vector populations to grow over time. Such models often use a single value for vector birth rate (Nakasuji et al. 1985 , Grilli and Holt 2000 , Madden et al. 2000 , Zhang et al. 2000 , but see (Holt and Colvin 2001 , Sisterson 2009 , Jeger et al. 2011 . In general, insect fecundity is variable, being influenced by a number of factors (Papaj 2000) . For example, egg maturation (Sisterson 2012) and lifetime fecundity (Chen et al. 2010 ) of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis (Germar)), a vector of Xylella fastidiosa, are affected by host plant species. Likewise, fecundity of the brown citrus aphid (Toxoptera citricida Kirkaldy), a vector of Citrus tristeza virus, is affected by citrus cultivar (Tsai 1998 , Tang et al. 1999 . Insect fecundity also is affected by environmental conditions. For example, fecundity of the silverleaf whitefly (Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius)), a vector of numerous plant viruses, decreased as temperature increased from 20 to 35 C (Wang and Tsai 1996) . Accordingly, vector birth rates are likely to vary based on environmental and biological conditions. Thus, understanding the sensitivity of model results to changes in vector birth rate is important. van der Plank (1963) emphasizes the importance of recognizing units used to measure rates of pathogen spread in epidemiological models. Parameter values used in compartmentalized differential equation models indicate that time steps are often implicitly assumed to be a day (Jeger et al. 1998 , Holt et al. 1999 , Grilli and Holt 2000 , Madden et al. 2000 , Zhang et al. 2000 , Sisterson 2009 ). Recognizing the length of a time step is important, as an insect may experience multiple events during each time step. For example, each day, vectors may produce offspring, acquire the pathogen, inoculate plants, and/or die. Assumptions regarding the order of events within a time step are critical. For example, within a time step, do vectors reproduce, acquire the pathogen, and inoculate plants before dying, or does mortality occur at the start of the time step? If mortality occurs first, vectors that die no longer exist to engage in any subsequent behaviors. As with assumptions of fixed vector population size discussed previously, not taking into account timing of vector mortality within a time step may obscure effects of vector mortality on pathogen spread.
As demographic parameters that determine vector population size are typically deemphasized in models on the spread of insecttransmitted plant pathogens, the primary goal of this study was to demonstrate that assumptions regarding vector birth and death rates have important effects on pathogen spread. The secondary goal was to highlight lack of knowledge regarding the understanding of reproductive biology and mortality of insect vectors that transmit plant pathogens and to encourage greater empirical research in these areas.
Materials and Methods

General Approach
As time steps in compartmentalized differential equation models are often implicitly assumed to be a day, recursion equation models with discrete time steps of one day were used rather than continuous time differential equation models. The advantage of using discrete time recursion equation models is that length of a time step is explicitly stated, facilitating discussion of assumptions regarding timing of events within a time step. Construction and behavior of recursion equation and differential equation models are analogous and, in most cases, provide equivalent results (Otto and Day 2007) . For example, the recursion equation models presented here can be easily converted into differential equation models that produce similar results (for differential equation analogs, see Supp Material [online only]).
Models with logistic vector population growth that explicitly included vector reproduction and mortality were compared with models with fixed vector population size. Logistic vector population growth models assumed small initial populations that increased in size over time until reaching equilibrium, whereas fixed vector population size models assumed that vector population size was constant ( Table 1) . The models were based on earlier models by Jeger et al (1998) and Madden et al. (2000) and used similar parameter values ( Table 1) . As Jeger et al. (1998) and Madden et al. (2000) emphasized the importance of transmission class, two versions of the logistic vector population growth model and the fixed vector population size model were developed. The first version of each model was adapted to simulate spread of a circulative persistent pathogen; the second version of each model was adapted to simulate spread of a nonpersistent pathogen. Simulations assuming parameter values representative of semi-persistent and propagative pathogens were completed, but were not shown owing to space considerations. All models were simulated in Cþþ (Microsoft visual Cþþ; Redmond, WA). Results from models with logistic vector population growth and models with fixed vector population size were compared to determine the importance of explicitly including vector birth and death rates. The basic reproductive number (R O ) for each model was determined using the methods of van den Driessche and Watmough (2002) and is available as supplementary material.
Plant Equations
As the focus of this study was on assumptions regarding vector birth and death rates, equations representing the plant population were the same for all models. The plant population was divided into four classes: uninfected plants (S), latently infected plants (L; infected but do not serve as acquisition sources), infectious plants (I; serve as acquisition sources), and post-infectious plants (R; no longer serve as acquisition sources; Table 1 ). The total number of plants was fixed and was represented by the parameter P. Thus, by definition S þ L þ I þ R ¼ P. Throughout, subscript t denotes number in the current time step, whereas subscript t þ 1 denotes number in the next time step. The plant equations for all models were:
The number of uninfected plants in the next time step (S tþ1 ) increased based on number of latently infected (L t ), infectious (I t ), and post-infectious plants (R t ) that were replanted (r). The number of uninfected plants in the next time step (S tþ1 ) decreased as plants became infected, which occurred as a function of number of inoculative vectors per plant (Z t /P), inoculation rate (h), and number of plants visited by a vector each day (v). To prevent unrealistically high numbers of plants from becoming infected, the product of Zt P Þhv À was constrained so that the value could not exceed 1 (i.e., if Zt P À Á hv > 1, then Zt P À Á hv ¼ 1). The number of latently infected plants in the next time step (L tþ1 ) increased based on the number of plants that were inoculated ( Zt P À Á hvS t ) and decreased based on the rate at which latently infected plants became infectious (s) and the rate at which latently infected plants were replaced with uninfected plants (r). The number of infectious plants in the next time step (I tþ1 ) increased based on the rate at which latently infected plants became infectious (s) and decreased based on the rate at which infectious plants lost infectivity (q) and were replaced with healthy plants (r). The number of post-infectious plants (R tþ1 ) increased based on the rate at which infectious plants lost infectivity (q) and decreased based on the rate at which post-infectious plants were replaced with uninfected plants (r).
Logistic Vector Population Growth, Circulative Persistent Transmission
With circulative persistent transmission, the period between acquisition and onset of inoculativity may be measured in hours to days (Nault 1997) . Accordingly, to model spread of a pathogen with circulative persistent transmission, the vector population was divided into three categories: noninoculative vectors (X), latent vectors (Y; vectors that have acquired the pathogen, but are not yet inoculative), and inoculative vectors (Z; Table 1 ). The total number of vectors (X þ Y þ Z) was represented by N and was not a fixed value. Logistic population growth was assumed to govern vector population dynamics. The system of equations for a vector with logistic vector population growth and a vector latent stage were:
The number of pathogen-free vectors in the next time step (X tþ1 ) increased based on the number of offspring produced by each vector (b). Population size was limited by a carrying capacity (K), which In Fig. 5D , initial number of vectors was varied from 1 to 1,000.
c NP refers to values used for pathogens with nonpersistent transmission, whereas CP refers to values used for pathogens with circulative persistent transmission. decreased births as population size approached carrying capacity. The number of pathogen-free vectors decreased based on vector mortality rate (m) and as vectors acquired the pathogen, which occurred as a function of proportion of plants infected (I t /P), number of plants visited per vector per day (v), and acquisition rate (a). The number of latent vectors in the next time step (Y tþ1 ) increased based on the number of vectors that acquired the pathogen ( It P À Á avX t ) and decreased owing to vector mortality (m) and the rate at which latent vectors became inoculative (x). Finally, the number of inoculative vectors in the next time step (Z tþ1 ) increased as latent vectors became inoculative (x) and decreased owing to vector mortality (m). As equations 5-7 assumed a circulative persistent pathogen, inoculative vectors retained the ability to transmit the pathogen until death (Nault 1997) .
Logistic Vector Population Growth, Nonpersistent Transmission
Adapting equations 5-7 to represent a nonpersistently transmitted pathogen required minor modification. Specifically, for nonpersistently transmitted pathogens, the period between acquisition and onset of inoculativity is less than a day (Nault 1997) . Accordingly, the latent vector category (Y) was omitted. Thus, vectors that acquired the pathogen moved directly into the inoculative category (Z), and an additional parameter that represented that rate at which vectors lost inoculativity was added (f; Table 1 ). Thus, the system of equations for a vector with logistic vector population growth and no vector latent stage was:
Equilibrium Population Size for Models With Logistic Vector Population Growth Vector population dynamics described by equations 5-7 for circulative persistent transmission and equations 8-9 for nonpersistent transmission were identical. Both sets of equations assumed logistic vector population growth, whereby a small population grows until reaching equilibrium. Ignoring vector classes, population dynamics for the total vector population of both models (equations 5-7 and equations 8-9) were described by:
At equilibrium, the number of vectors in the next time step equals the number in the current time step (i.e., N t ¼ N tþ1 ). Thus, setting N tþ1 equal to N t and solving for N t, gives the equilibrium abundance of vectors (N):N
Thus, the equilibrium abundance of vectors (N) depended on vector birth rate (b), mortality rate (m), and carrying capacity (K).
Fixing Vector Population Size
Following Jeger et al. (1998) and Madden et al. (2000 Madden et al. ( , 2007 , a model with vector population growth (equation 10) can be converted to a fixed population size model by assuming that vector deaths are compensated for by vector births. Accordingly, at all times:
With fixed vector population size, N t in equation 12 may be replaced by V, a parameter with fixed value that represents size of the vector population (Table 1 ). Substituting V for N t in equation 12 and solving for b gives:
Thus, with fixed vector population size (V), magnitude of vector birth rate (b) is implicitly assumed to covary with vector mortality rate (m). In addition, implicit assumptions regarding birth rate (b) also were dependent on assumptions regarding carrying capacity (K). With the ratio of carrying capacity (K) to fixed vector population size (V) slightly greater than 1 (K/V ffi 1), vector birth rate (b) is considerably larger than vector mortality rate (m). As the carrying capacity (K) approaches infinity, magnitude of the birth rate asymptotically approaches the mortality rate (m).
Fixed Vector Population Size, Circulative Persistent Transmission
With fixed vector population size (V) and a vector latent stage, vector equations 5-7 may be rewritten as:
With fixed vector population size, the number of pathogen-free vectors was calculated as the fixed number of vectors (V) minus the number of latent vectors (Y tþ1 ) and number of inoculative vectors (Z tþ1 ). Mortality terms for latent vectors and inoculative vectors were retained to prevent latent and inoculative vectors from living indefinitely. Latent and inoculative vectors that died were assumed to be immediately replaced by pathogen-free vectors (e.g., equation 12).
Fixed Vector Population Size, Nonpersistent Transmission
With fixed vector population size (V) and no vector latent stage, vector equations 8-9 may be rewritten as:
Thus, the number of pathogen-free vectors in the next time step (X tþ1 ) was the fixed vector population size (V) minus the number of inoculative vectors (Z tþ1 ). As with the previous model (equations [14] [15] [16] , vector mortality (m) was retained in the equation for inoculative vectors.
Timing of Vector Mortality Within a Time Step
All of the aforementioned models included terms that quantified the number of vectors transitioning between vector classes (i.e., the term It P À Á avX t in equations 5, 6, 8, 9, 15, and 18 ; the term Y t x in equations 6, 7, 15, and 16; the term Z t f in equations 8, 9, and 18). Formulation of these terms implicitly assumes that vectors transitioning between classes experience no mortality. Thus, in the aforementioned models, mortality of vectors transitioning between classes can be thought of as being delayed until one time step after the behavior was performed. As a result, this formulation tends to overestimate the number transitioning between classes. Alternatively, the equations could be rewritten so that vectors transitioning between classes experience mortality at the same rate as vectors remaining within a class. This can be accomplished by multiplying the number of vectors transitioning between classes by the proportion expected to survive the time step (1m). Applying mortality in this fashion can conceptually be thought of as having mortality occur early in the time step. The aforementioned concept also can be applied to timing of vector reproduction relative to mortality within a time step in models with logistic vector population growth (equations 5-7 and 8-9).
To evaluate the importance of adjusting the number of vectors transitioning between classes for mortality and to assess effects of timing of vector mortality relative to reproduction, each model (equations 5-7, 8-9, 14-16, and 17-18) was modified so that mortality occurred after vectors inoculated plants ( Zt P À Á hvS t from eq. 1), but before vectors transitioned between classes and/or reproduced. Ultimately, mortality could be assumed to occur at any point during the day. The aforementioned assumptions were selected primarily to illustrate that decisions regarding timing of vector mortality may affect model outcome. As mortality was assumed to occur after inoculation, the plant equations (equations 1-4) were not altered. To incorporate mortality prior to vectors transitioning between classes or reproducing, the number of vectors contributing to each term was adjusted so that only vectors expected to survive the time step transitioned between classes or reproduced. Thus, with logistic vector population growth and circulative persistent transmission, vector equations 5-7 were rewritten as:
With logistic vector population growth and nonpersistent transmission, vector equations 8-9 were rewritten as: With fixed vector population size and circulative persistent transmission, vector equations 14-16 were rewritten as:
Finally, with fixed vector population size and nonpersistent transmission, vector equations 17-18 were rewritten as:
Results
Effects of Vector Mortality With Fixed Vector Population Size
Results of fixed vector population size models were similar to models on which they were based (Jeger et al. 1998 , Madden et al. 2000 . Specifically, increasing vector mortality slowed pathogen spread and decreased percentage of plants infected (Fig. 1 ). As latent (Y) and/or inoculative (Z) vectors experienced mortality, increasing vector mortality reduced pathogen spread by reducing percentage of vectors carrying the pathogen (Fig. 2) . Effects of vector mortality on pathogen spread were more pronounced with low vector population size (0.25 vectors per plant; Fig. 1A, B ) than with high vector population size (1 vector per plant; Fig. 1C, D) . Vector mortality had a greater effect on spread of a circulative persistent pathogen (Fig. 1B, D) than on spread of a nonpersistent pathogen (Fig. 1A, C) . With a circulative persistent pathogen, vectors were assumed to remain inoculative for the remainder of their life (f ¼ 0.0). In contrast, with a nonpersistent pathogen, vectors were assumed to lose inoculativity quickly (f ¼ 1.0). Thus, vector mortality had a larger effect on percentage of vectors carrying the pathogen with a circulative persistent pathogen (Fig. 2B, D) than with a nonpersistent pathogen ( Fig. 2A, C) .
Effects of Vector Mortality and Birth Rate With Logistic Vector Population Growth
With logistic vector population growth, increasing vector mortality slowed pathogen spread and decreased percentage of plants infected Table 1 . The percentage of inoculative vectors included latent (Y) and inoculative (Z) vectors. (Fig. 3) . Thus, effects of vector mortality on pathogen spread in logistic vector population growth models were similar to results of fixed vector population size models (compare Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 ). However, vector mortality had a larger effect on pathogen spread in models with logistic vector population growth than in models with fixed vector population size. Further, the underlying causes for reduced pathogen spread differed for models with logistic vector population growth compared with models with fixed vector population size.
In models with fixed vector population size (Fig. 2) and models with logistic vector population growth (Fig. 4) , increasing vector mortality decreased the percentage of vectors carrying the pathogen. However, as vector population size reflected balance between vector births and deaths (equation 11), increasing vector mortality in models with logistic vector population growth decreased vector population size (Fig. 5A, B ). In models with logistic vector population growth, the effects of vector mortality on vector abundance (Fig. 5A, B ) and in turn pathogen spread (Fig. 3) were mediated by assumptions regarding vector birth rate. Vectors with high reproductive rates were capable of maintaining larger populations despite mortality than vectors with low reproductive rates (Fig. 5A, B ).
With logistic vector population growth, small populations grow until reaching equilibrium (Fig. 5A, B) . Time required for a small population to reach equilibrium depended on the relative values of birth rate and mortality rate (Fig. 5C ). As rates of pathogen spread were a function of vector abundance, days to peak disease incidence increased as vector birth rate decreased and as the initial number of vectors decreased (Fig. 5D ). Effects of vector population growth on timing of pathogen spread are likely to be important in temperate regions, where overwintering populations of arthropod vectors are small and experience periods of increase during spring and summer.
Vector birth rates also are likely to play an important role in governing the recovery of vector populations from insecticide treatments or other suppression tactics. For example, time required for a population with logistic vector population growth to recover from an insecticide application with a 10-day residual period depended on vector birth rate (Fig. 6A ). In turn, pathogen spread was affected by assumptions regarding vector birth rate (Fig. 6B, C) . Specifically, with a low vector birth rate (b ¼ 0.3), the vector population grew slowly (Fig. 6A) , resulting in a delayed increase in the number of infected plants (Fig. 6B, C) . In contrast, with a high vector birth rate (b ¼ 0.6), the vector population grew quickly (Fig. 6A) , resulting in a rapid increase in the number of infected plants once the vector population reached equilibrium (Fig. 6B, C) . Thus, relative values of vector birth rate and mortality rate determined the speed at which vector populations grew, which, in turn, determined when pathogen spread occurred quickly.
Effects of Timing of Vector Mortality Within a Time Step
In initial versions of fixed vector population size models (equations 14-16 and 17-18), the number of vectors transitioning between classes was not adjusted for mortality. Adjusting fixed vector population size models (equations 24-26 and 27-28), so that only vectors that survived the time step transitioned between vector classes had subtle, but important, effects on pathogen spread. Adjusting the number of vectors transitioning between classes for mortality reduced the number transitioning between classes. Thus, with low mortality (m ¼ 0.1), the number of vectors transitioning between classes was only slightly reduced, resulting in little effect on pathogen spread (Fig. 7) . In contrast, with high mortality (m ¼ 0.3), the number of vectors transitioning between classes was greatly reduced and pathogen spread was affected (Fig. 7) , although extent of the aforementioned effect was mediated by assumptions regarding vector population size and transmission class (Fig. 7) .
In initial versions of logistic vector population growth models (equations 5-7 and 8-9), reproduction was assumed to take place before mortality within a time step and the number of vectors transitioning between classes was not adjusted for mortality. Reformulating logistic vector population growth models (equations 19-21 and 22-23) so that mortality took place before reproduction and before vectors transitioned between classes had similar effects on pathogen spread as with fixed vector population size models (compare Fig. 7 and 8) . Specifically, with low vector mortality (m ¼ 0.1), assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality had little effect on pathogen spread (Fig. 8) . In contrast, with high vector mortality (m ¼ 0.3), assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality had a large effect on pathogen spread (Fig. 8) . Assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality had a larger effect on pathogen spread in models with logistic vector population growth (Fig. 8 ) than in models with fixed vector population size (Fig. 7) . This occurred because in models with logistic vector population growth, vector mortality affected vector population size (Fig. 9A, B) and percentage of inoculative vectors (Fig. 9C-F) .
Assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality not only affected model results (Fig. 7-9 ), but also had important conceptual implications about how vector mortality affected abundance of inoculative vectors. To illustrate how assumptions regarding timing of vector mortality affected the number of inoculative vectors, calculations for the number of inoculative vectors in models with fixed vector population size and nonpersistent transmission were contrasted for two model formulations (equations 17-18 versus 27-28). In both model formulations (equations 17-18 versus 27-28), the equation for inoculative vectors had two loss terms: one for vector mortality (Z t m in equations 18 and 28) and one for loss of inoculativity (Z t f in equation 18 versus (1-m)Z t f in equation 28). In the first formulation (equations 17-18), the number of vectors that lost inoculativity was not adjusted for vector mortality. As a result, sum of the number of inoculative vectors that died (Z t m) and number that lost inoculativity (Z t f) exceeded the number of inoculative vectors present in the population (i.e., with f ¼ 1.0 and m > 0, Z t m þ Z t f > Z t ). Thus, in the initial model formulation (equations 17-18), vector mortality artificially decreased the number of inoculative vectors by removing more than were currently found in the population. This mechanism is conceptually unrealistic because magnitude of vector mortality should not affect loss from the inoculative vector category, as with a nonpersistent pathogen, all inoculative vectors lose inoculativity at the end of the time step (i.e., f ¼ 1.0).
In the second formulation (equations 27-28), the number of vectors losing inoculativity was adjusted for vector mortality (i.e., replace Z t f in equation 18 with (1-m)Z t f as in equation 28). Adjusting the number of vectors losing inoculativity for vector mortality (equation 28) ensured that sum of the number of inoculative vectors that died (Z t m) and number losing inoculativity ([1-m]Z t f) did not exceed the number present in the population (i.e., with f ¼ 1.0 and m > 0, Z t m þ [1-m]Z t f ¼ Z t ). The latter formulation (equations 27-28) also required adjusting the number of vectors acquiring the pathogen for vector mortality (i.e., the term [I t /P]atX t in equations 17-18 was modified to [I t /P]at(1-m)X t in equations 27-28). Thus, in the second formulation (equations 27-28), increasing vector mortality reduced the number entering the inoculative vector category, rather than by artificially increasing the number exiting the category.
Discussion
Spread of insect-transmitted plant pathogens is generally assumed to be a function of vector abundance. Despite this observation, models of the spread of insect-transmitted plant pathogens typically deemphasize parameters that govern vector population size. As models provide a conceptual framework on which to base empirical research, the primary goal of the model analysis presented here was to demonstrate that assumptions regarding vector birth rate and mortality rate affect vector population size (Fig. 5A, B; Fig. 6A; Fig. 9A , Fig. 5 . Effects of vector mortality (m) and birth rate (b) on vector population growth in models with logistic vector population growth (equations 5-7 and 8-9). Vector population size with a vector birth rate of (A) 0.4 and (B) 0.8. (C) Days required for vector population to reach equilibrium. (D) Effect of vector birth rate and initial vector population size on time to peak disease incidence with nonpersistent (NP) or circulative persistent (CP) transmission and vector mortality (m) equal to 0.2. In panels A, B, and C, initial vector population size was 0.05 vectors per plant. In panels C and D, days to equilibrium or peak values were calculated as days to 95% of equilibrium or peak values, as in some cases, equilibrium or peak values were approached asymptotically. Assumptions regarding pathogen persistence in the vector do not affect vector population dynamics. Accordingly, vector population dynamics described by equations 5-7 (circulative persistent) and equations 8-9 (nonpersistent) were identical (equation 10). Parameters not varied in figures were set to default values shown in Table 1. B), which in turn affects pathogen spread ( Fig. 3; Fig. 5D; Fig. 6B,  C; Fig. 8 ). Currently, vector reproductive biology and vector mortality schedules are some of the less intensively studied aspects of vector-plant pathogen systems. Thus, a greater focus of vector entomologists on reproductive biology and life tables of vector species will facilitate identification of conditions associated with rapid growth of vector populations and could identify new targets for control.
At equilibrium, vector population size reflects balance between vector births and deaths (equation 11; Fig. 5A, B) . However, insect populations in temperate areas are rarely at equilibrium. Vector population sizes are typically low during winter months and increase during spring and summer. Similarly, as insecticides are often used to reduce vector population size, vector populations routinely experience periods of reduction and subsequent expansion. As with equilibrium abundances, rates of vector population growth depend on the relative values of vector birth and death rates (Fig. 5C, Fig. 6A ). As rates of pathogen spread increase with vector population size, time required for the vector population to reach a large size determines when rates of pathogen spread are likely to be high (Fig. 5D , Fig. 6B, C) . Thus, assumptions regarding magnitude of vector birth rate are important during periods of vector population expansion and determine amount of mortality required to suppress population growth.
Most insects that transmit plant pathogens are hemimetabolous, belonging to the order Hemiptera (Fereres and Moreno 2009) . Study of ovarian dynamics of hemimetabolous insects lags behind that of holometabolous insects belonging to the orders Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, and Diptera (Minkenberg et al. 1992; Rivero and Casas 1999; Papaj 2000; Jervis and Ferns 2004; Jervis et al. 2001 Jervis et al. , 2005 Jervis et al. , 2007 . Studies with holometabolous insects have determined that insects may be classified as income breeders, capital breeders, or both (Boggs 1997 , Jervis et al. 2005 . Income breeders must feed during the adult stage to produce eggs, whereas egg production by capital breeders relies on energy stores gained during the juvenile stage. Thus, the role of adult feeding depends on reproductive strategy; income breeders feed as adults to produce eggs, whereas capital breeders feed as adults to extend longevity. As feeding is the major mechanism through which insects transmit plant pathogens, understanding the role of vector feeding and its relationship to reproduction would aid in understanding movement patterns of vectors in the field, which could explain patterns of disease incidence.
Vector birth rates are often viewed as having a fixed value that could be estimated from a single study on vector oviposition behavior. However, vector birth rates are variable and depend on a variety of factors, some of which are well-understood and some that are not. For example, temperature is known to affect fecundity of insects in the Aphididae (aphids: Tang et al. 1999 , Davis et al. 2006 , Xie et al. 2014 , Aleyrodidae (whiteflies: Tsai 1996, Guo et al. 2013) , and Cicadellidae (leafhoppers: Pilkington et al. 2014) . Similarly, host plant species is known to affect fecundity in the Aphididae (Tsai 1998 , Tang et al. 1999 , Aleyrodidae (Nava-Camberos et al. 2001 , Jiao et al. 2013 , and Cicadellidae (Chen et al. 2010 , Sisterson 2012 . Further, some plant pathogens have direct or indirect effects on vector fecundity (Colvin et. al. 2006 , Sisterson 2009 ). Although the aforementioned phenomena are welldocumented, understanding of why and how such factors affect egg production of insects that transmit plant pathogens is largely superficial. For example, specific dietary requirements for egg production and subsequent physiological effects are largely unknown for insects that transmit plant pathogens. In contrast, the physiological basis for egg production by mosquitoes (Diptera: Culicidae) that transmit Background vector mortality (m) was 0.2. Application of an insecticide with a 10-day residual period was simulated. The application was applied on day 20, and during the 10-day residual period, vector mortality (m) was elevated to 0.80. Carrying capacity values (K) were selected so that equilibrium abundance of vectors was 1 vector per plant.
human pathogens receives considerably more attention and is viewed as an avenue for developing novel disease suppression methods (Raikhel et al. 2002 , Attardo et al. 2005 , Vogel et al. 2015 .
As insect fecundity is variable, knowledge of ecological, physiological, and behavioral factors affecting egg production could be used to manipulate vector birth rates. From an ecological perspective, birth rates could be manipulated by planting cultivars that provide poor nutrition for producing eggs. For example, fecundity of the sugarcane aphid (Melanaphis sacchari (Zehntner)), a vector of Sugarcane yellow leaf virus, is affected by cultivar of sugarcane (Akbar et al. 2010) . Knowledge of insect reproductive physiology could identify novel targets for control. For example, Lu et al. (2015) recently characterized the vitellogenin receptor in the brown planthopper (Nilaparvata lugens (Stå l)), a vector of Rice ragged stunt virus and Rice grassy stunt virus. Vitellogenin receptors play an important role in the uptake of yolk proteins during oocyte maturation (Tufail and Takeda 2009 ). Lu et al. (2015) found that RNA silencing of the vitellogenin receptor resulted in delayed ovarian development and failure of N. lugens to reproduce. Finally, vector birth rates could be manipulated by understanding vector reproductive behavior. For example, insects in the Cicadellidae locate and accept mates using vibrational communication transmitted through plant branches (Eriksson et al. 2012 , Polajnar et al. 2014 ). Recent research with Scaphoideus titanus Ball, a vector of phytoplasmas, has determined that male-female communication can be interrupted by playing disruptive vibrational signals resulting in reduced mating (Mazzoni et al. 2009 , Eriksson et al. 2012 . Development of strategies targeting vector reproduction will require concerted effort by vector entomologists to improve understanding of vector reproductive ecology and physiology.
In models with fixed vector population size (equations 14-16, 17-18, 24-26, and 27-28) , increasing vector mortality decreased percentage of vectors that were inoculative (Fig. 2) , thereby slowing pathogen spread (Fig. 1) . This observation was similar to results reported by Jeger et al. (1998) and Madden et al. (2000) . In models with logistic vector population growth (equations 5-7, 8-9, 19-21, and 22-23) , increasing vector mortality decreased percentage of the vector population that was inoculative ( Fig. 4) and decreased vector population size (Fig. 5A, B) . As a consequence, vector mortality had a greater effect on pathogen spread in models with logistic vector population growth than in models with fixed vector population size, particularly for vectors with low birth rates. As one of the primary effects of altering vector mortality is to affect vector abundance, evaluating effects of vector mortality on pathogen spread in fixed vector population size models is confounded by assumptions regarding vector birth rate (equation 13), preventing fixed vector population size models from being able to assess extent to which birth rate can counter-balance mortality. In addition, typical model formulations (equations 5-7, 8-9, 14-16, and 17-18) do not adjust the number of vectors transitioning between classes for vector mortality. Adjusting the number of vectors transitioning between classes for mortality (equations 19-21, 22-23, 24-26, and 27-28) affected model outcome (Figs. 7-9 ) and the mechanism by which mortality reduced the number of inoculative vectors.
As with vector birth rates, vector mortality rates are commonly reported for laboratory-reared insects that transmit plant pathogens (Tsai 1998 , Tang et al. 1999 , Nava-Camberos et al. 2001 , Davis et al. 2006 , Pilkington et al. 2014 . Although results of laboratory studies provide valuable baseline estimates of mortality, vector mortality under field conditions is often significantly higher (Yang et al. 2010 , Hosseini-Tabesh et al. 2015 . Further, mortality rates of vector species in the field are likely to vary depending on a number of factors, including natural enemy abundance, temperature, and population suppression methods. Although a number of studies have evaluated vector mortality rates in the field (Asiimwe et al. 2007, Qureshi and Stansly 2009) , such studies are uncommon. For example, Peterson (2009) reviewed life tables of insects that included multiple age-specific mortality factors. Of 28 insect species reviewed by Peterson (2009) , only one could be considered a vector of a plant pathogen. Methods for quantifying and identifying sources of insect mortality are well-developed (Naranjo et al. 2001) and should be used more commonly by vector entomologists.
Vector abundance is widely viewed as a key factor affecting rates of pathogen spread. Thus, underlying demographic parameters governing vector population size should receive greater theoretical and empirical attention. In this study, results from models with fixed vector population size (Figs. 1, 2, 7) were compared with models with logistic vector population growth (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 8, 9) . Although fixing vector population size is clearly an oversimplification, describing vector population dynamics as a logistic growth curve is only a minor improvement. To better understand the effects of vector population dynamics on pathogen spread, more realistic models are needed. Such models will require greater biological and ecological detail than can be reasonably incorporated into coupled differential equation models. The study of insecticide resistance has benefited greatly from a combined use of general mathematical models (Comins 1977 , Georghiou and Taylor 1977 , Ives and Andow 2002 and biologically rich simulation models (Peck et al. 1999 , Caprio 2001 , Storer et al. 2003 , Sisterson et al. 2004 . Study of the spread of insecttransmitted plant pathogens would benefit greatly by adopting a similar approach. Table 1 . Two values of vector mortality are shown in each panel: low (m ¼ 0.1) and high (m ¼ 0.3). The percentage of inoculative vectors included latent (Y) and inoculative vectors (Z).
